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A greenhouse allows you to plant all year round. This is the most compelling reason why gardening

enthusiasts make use of greenhouses. Whether you are a breeder, a farmer, or a hobbyist, you'll

love to have the chance to enjoy gardening 24/7. Unfortunately, the fact is that you can't do exactly

that on a lot of places in the world. A greenhouse provides you with the opportunity to grow your

plants indoors while weather conditions outside are less than ideal. With the ability to change up

conditions inside the greenhouse, you can grow particular plants there in any part of the year. It

allows you to control environmental conditions. For most gardening enthusiasts, this is the biggest

reason why they go for greenhouses to begin with. In the great outdoors it's virtually up to your

plants to take whatever Mother Nature has to dish out. In terms of survival odds, that is not exactly

the most ideal scenario. This is where the greenhouse comes into the picture. You can control some

of the most basic environmental parameters such as temperature, soil moisture, light exposure, and

humidity inside the greenhouse. Some modern forms of these buildings provide the gardener total

control of all external factors that affect plant growth. A greenhouse protects your plants from

destructive elements. This is another element that makes greenhouse gardening stand out. There

are so many things that can go wrong in gardening and it goes beyond the state of the weather. The

presence of pests, animals, weeds, and parasites can all knock down your plants. Not only do these

take away from the potential benefits you can reap from these plants, but they can also put their

lives in considerable danger.
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This is a great eBook for beginners on the greenhouse gardening, greenhouse are in fact, a great

way to practice gardening and you don't need to be a engineer to build your own, it requires to

invest work and money (is not always too much, depends on what you want), but it is a beautiful

hobby that will last and that bring a lot of benefits.I found this guide really helpful, it explains very

well the types of greenhouse, why they are used, and obviously a step by step guide for their

construction, from the location to the materials, also good tips you need to remember for a fully

functional greenhouse. It is recommended that you look for information about the specific plant

you're going to care, but with this book you'll have no problem to adapt it to your greenhouse either

on a cold or warm station.

Starting with a brief history of the greenhouse and some interesting things about(like,if you have a

green house in the old times,you have status),then giving details reasons for planting in a

greenhouse,this is a very good book to start planting for the information they give you not only to

plant in the greenhouse,also in the outdoors. Informative for telling a few times other books dont

have like:Types of the greenhouse and how to deal with your weather(cold if you live in a hot or

tropycal zone and the other way around). I knew that greenhouse can be use for every type of

vegetables,flowers and fruits but,i didnt know that exist a specific type for each one as you can see

in the chapter 5. The herb chapter is one of the most interesting for its detail and utility on the real

life for medical uses.

This is a pamphlet sized document that is mostly padded with some greenhouse history and

advertising for the author's other pamphlets and products. A VERY few pages of extremely basic

information that you could get anywhere, with statements like "plant your seeds well" and no

explanation of what these really un-insightful instructions mean. This is more of an abstract

philosophy of greenhouses. Absolutely not helpful.

This book has helped me alot deciding how I should build my own greenhouse, I bought a piece of

land 3 months ago and I wanted to build a greenhouse for business purpose, but I could not find

any useful guides until I found this one. This book teaches you how to choose in which direction will

be your green house and how to build different types of greenhouse using different materials and

which one is more efficient than the other. Also the style of the structure and the benefits that they

will give when your growing certain types of plants. But what I really liked about this book was all the



information about growing your plants in different weather conditions and environments.

I have been interested in building a greenhouse for some time now. Where I used to live I could

plant a garden outside, but the house and lot that I live in now does not lend itself well to gardening.

I enjoyed the history of the greenhouse and the science behind why it works. While I am not really a

botanist, I would like to be able to enjoy fresh veggies year round. The ideas in this book were

helpful and insightful. I would highly recommend it to anyone who is considering building a

greenhouse.

At free, this was not worth the price.Written in a half-literate style, this mishmash of verbiage

provides absolutely nothing in the was of information or instruction in any of the three subjects it

pretends to address. Complete junk.

Extremely disappointed when this was delivered. Nearly $20 for a thin booklet that is obviously self

published and looks like it was typed on a typewriter in a public library, and made up of information

gleaned from the Internet and other sources and patched together to make it have some content.

This was nothing as advertised, the first half of the book was all about why build a greenhouse, how

to build a greenhouse, blah blah blah. No where in it did it have the information I was looking for:

planning the plants, calendar for the greenhouse for through the year planting and harvest. No info

worthwhile. Will be returning for a refund. I feel totally lied to about it as it was represented. If you

just Google you will get better, more used insights. This is almost unethical to charge such a high

price for a few pages of worthless info. Awful.

As a vegetarian person I loved this book, I was so confuse about build my own greenhouse

because my backyard itâ€™s no too big but it fits so well that in less than 10 days Iâ€™ll finish my

greenhouse, it has many advices that you can learn about and make them work, its impressive how

with this tips you can make grow your own vegetables and plants in many different wheaters and its

cheaper and more natural than buy them in the market, if you like to spend some time planting

flowers and youâ€™d like to have a private space this book will be a good guidance to build a

greenhouse.
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